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This is the result of two factors that have come 
together: the passion for sport, adventure and nature 
of its founders; and their many years of professional 
experience in the carbon fibre world in different 
industries, including aeronautics.

The aim was to combine all the advantages of carbon 
fibre and place them in the service of the player.

JetsPlay was born with the firm commitment to provide 
all sport lovers with the most thrilling sensations, by 
applying in-depth know-how in the engineering of 
materials like carbon.

That commitment is based on three values that set us apart from 
the rest:
   1.   The brand’s technological origins.
     2. The founders’ passion for sport and adventurous spirit.
   3. A respect for nature and the environment and a mindset 
          of sustainability. 

INTRODUCTION



 SUPERJETS 3K CARBON LAB

Our 3K carbon offers great resistance and rigidity, while 
remaining lightweight and durable. It lends the racquet a 
great balance between power and control.

 JETS PRO CONTROL

The combination between advanced 
design and cutting-edge materials, 
for total control with every shot.

 SOFT EVA

The cutting-edge Soft EVA rubber core provides a soft and 
pleasant feel with every shot. Thanks to this technology, the 
racquet absorbs the vibrations of the stroke and reduces 
arm fatigue, helping you to withstand long sessions.

  REACTION EVA

Applied to the core of the racquet, this technology affords 
an ideal combination of shock absorption, response and 
explosiveness on impact.

  PROGRESSIVE EVA

Cutting-edge EVA rubber.
Its innovative formula guarantees an optimal balance 
between power, precision and great stroke feel.

  HIGH EVA

State-of-the-art EVA rubber. Offers a pleasant feel, 
while at the same time really rebounding the ball on 
each shot. It also provides great shock absorption, 
minimising the risk of injury in longer matches.

 BALANCE CONTROL SYSTEM

JetsPlay’s revolutionary technology provides the racquet 
with balance, offering a spectacular on-court experience 
and delivering a precision response on every shot.

Innovative technology developed to optimise the 
balance-control ratio. This technology optimally 
distributes the weight, while affording the player a 
precise and powerful shot.

 SUPERJETS 12K CARBON LAB

Carbon fibre with added rigidity, to give the racquet great 
resistance, rigidity and lightness.

 JETS PRO IMPACT

Specially developed technology to 
make every shot powerful, explosive 
and precise.

 JETS BOOST CORE

State-of-the-art technology applied 
to the core of the racquet, giving 
your game added power and control.

Technologies



RACQUETS



Round Racquet 

RACQUETS

The JetsPlay round racquet is ideal for the 
player who needs control during the match. 
Its balance facilitates its handling, making 
this the most suitable racquet for beginners 
and intermediate players who prefer precision 
over power.



BRAND: JETSPLAY
MODEL: F-22
TYPE: Round

RETAIL PRICE: 210 €  ·  CLUB PRICE: 104 €*

DESCRIPTION:
The JetsPlay F-22 padel racquet is designed for intermediate 
players who prioritise control in their game. The surface of 
the F-22 is rough.

JETSPLAY ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

SuperJets 
3k

Carbon Lab

Balanced 
Control 
System

Jets Pro 
Control

Soft
EVA

JetsPlay F-22 round racquet. An 
accessible 3K carbon fibre racquet with 
great control and low balance, ideal for 
intermediate players.

F-22

Designed and 
manufactured

in Spain

RACQUETS

* Prices do not included tax.



BRAND: JETSPLAY
MODEL: F-35
TYPE: Redonda

RETAIL PRICE: 240 €  ·  CLUB PRICE: 119 €*

DESCRIPTION:
The JetsPlay F-35 padel racquet is perfect for the 
intermediate-to-advanced player who enjoys a well-
balanced match and wants control with each shot.  The 
surface of the F-35 is rough.

JETSPLAY ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

SuperJets 
3k

Carbon Lab

Balanced 
Control 
System

Jets Pro 
Control

Pogressive 
EVA

F-35

JetsPlay F-35 round racquet. A 
responsive 3K carbon fibre racquet with 
great control. Designed for intermediate-
to-advanced players.

Designed and 
manufactured

in Spain

* Prices do not included tax..

RACQUETS



Teardrop-shaped
racquet

The JetsPlay teardrop-shaped racquet is the best 
option for those who seek the ideal combination 
of control and power, for very well-balanced 
playing. This is a mixed racquet that brings 
together all the precision and power features of 
the finest racquets.

RACQUETS



F-16

* Prices do not included tax.

The JetsPlay F-16 teardrop-shaped 
racquet is the most versatile 3K carbon 
racquet in our catalogue.  The ideal 
balance between power and control, for 
all types of players.

BRAND: JETSPLAY
MODEL: F-16
TYPE: Teardrop-shaped

RETAIL PRICE: 240 €  ·  CLUB PRICE: 119 €*

DESCRIPTION:
The JetsPlay F-16 padel racquet is designed for all types 
of players, regardless of their level, who want a versatile 
racquet with an excellent balance between power and 
control. The surface of the F-16 is rough.

JETSPLAY ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

SuperJets 
3k

Carbon Lab

Balanced 
Control 
System

Jets 
Boost 
Core

Soft
EVA

Designed and 
manufactured

in Spain

RACQUETS



P-51

* Prices do not included tax.

JetsPlay P-51 teardrop-shaped racquet. 
A 3K carbon fibre racquet with an 
excellent balance between power and 
control. Harder and less responsive than 
the F-16 model.

BRAND: JETSPLAY
MODEL: P-51
TYPE: Teardrop-shaped

RETAIL PRICE: 210 €  ·  CLUB PRICE 104 €*

DESCRIPTION:
The JetsPlay P-51 padel racquet is the best option for both 
advanced and beginner players. This is a versatile racquet 
that provides great control and power. The surface of 
theP-51 is rough.
JETSPLAY ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

SuperJets 
3k

Carbon Lab

Balanced 
Control 
System

Jets 
Boost 
Core

High
EVA

Designed and 
manufactured

in Spain

RACQUETS



Diamond-shaped
racquet

The JetsPlay diamond-shaped racquet is the best 
choice for true experts. This is the best padel 
racquet for those who demand that extra bit of 
power in advanced-level matches. Given its design, 
this racquet requires greater technique, in order to 
control it and enjoy all its features on the court.

RACQUETS



* Prices do not included tax.

F-23

The JetsPlay F-23 diamond-shaped 
racquet is a 12K carbon fibre racquet for 
advanced players who are looking for a 
powerful, high-balance racquet. 

BRAND: JETSPLAY
MODEL: F-23
TYPE: Diamond

RETAIL PRICE: 255 €  ·  CLUB PRICE: 126 €*

DESCRIPTION:
The JetsPlay F-23 padel racquet is the best choice for the 
experienced player who is looking for a responsive, high 
balance racquet with maximum power. The surface of the 
F-23 is rough.

JETSPLAY ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

SuperJets 
12k

Carbon Lab

Balanced 
Control 
System

Jets Pro 
Impact

Reaction 
EVA

Designed and 
manufactured 

in Spain

RACQUETS



* Prices do not included tax.

F-14

Diamond-shaped racquet JetsPlay F-14. 
A powerful, high-balance 3K carbon 
fibre racquet with great control. Ideal for 
players of all levels.

BRAND: JETSPLAY
MODEL: F-14
TYPE: Diamante

RETAIL PRICE: 240 €  ·  CLUB PRICE: 119 €*

DESCRIPTION:
The JetsPlay F-14 padel racquet is designed for 
experienced players who are looking for a carbon fibre 
racquet with high balance and great control. The surface 
of the F-14 is rough.

JETSPLAY ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

SuperJets 
3k

Carbon Lab

Balanced 
Control 
System

High
EVA

Designed and 
manufactured

in Spain

RACQUETS




